Circulatory Changes and Cerebral Blood Flow and Oxygenation During Transition in Newborns With Congenital Heart Disease.
This review aims to describe how the complex events of cardiovascular transition may affect the brain of infants with congenital heart disease (CHD). In particular, we describe the vulnerabilities of the neonatal brain in the transitional period during and immediately after delivery and propose management strategies that can potentially influence neurodevelopmental outcomes in this patient population. Delayed brain development has been identified in the third trimester fetus with certain forms of CHD. Neonates with critical CHD are at risk for brain injury even before their neonatal operation. The transitional period from fetal to neonatal life is marked with hemodynamic changes that can affect cerebral blood flow and oxygenation and may exacerbate injury and influence outcome. We propose specific perinatal management strategies tailored to maternal-fetal pairs aimed at optimizing hemodynamic stability, especially cerebral blood flow and oxygenation, to maximize the neurodevelopmental potential of infants with CHD.